BY THE NUMBERS WORLDWIDE

PDC/IAED

• 46 Countries
• 24 Languages/Dialects
• Over 90,000,000 emergency calls with be taken in 2017 through our systems
• Over 40 years of the emergency protocols being used
• Over 3,500 agencies
• Over 104,854 active medical, police, fire, and nurse dispatching IAED certifications
• Over 1,000 IAED certified instructors
• Over 60,000 subscribers to the IAED’s Journal of Emergency Dispatch, published in 9 languages
• First and only peer-reviewed journal of dispatch science – Annals of Emergency Dispatch & Response
• Over 15 years of the EMD Advancement Series – the longest-running and most trusted CDE series in the world
• Over 40 IAED protocol-based research studies published in peer-reviewed journals

PDC in Canada

• Every province and territories, except one
• All major cities — Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Quebec City, etc.

PDC in Europe

• London, Besancon, Berlin, Manchester, Dublin, Edinburgh, Torino, Zurich, Lugano, Vienna, and over 50 other cities.

PDC in Australia/New Zealand

• Sydney, Melbourne, Queensland, Adelaide, Northern Territory, Tasmania, Victoria, all of New Zealand

PDC in Middle East

• Dubai
• Abu Dhabi
• Kuwait
• Saudi Arabia

PDC in Asia

• All of Malaysia, Singapore, 30+ cities in China, Philippines

Other select PDC locations

• Mumbai, Sao Paulo, South Africa, Botswana, Panama, Mexico, Bahamas, Barbados, Puerto Rico, Trinidad & Tobago
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